Please note: All GPS coordinates are expressed in Decimal Degrees.Decimal Minutes
(xx-xx-xxx) formatOnce you arrive at Renous Gate...(46° 54.676'N 67° 21.969'W)
Park vehicles at gate- there is an intercom system contained in a box on the side of the
building-push the button and a remote operator will answer the phone . This person will be a
security guard employed by the landowner. Inform them you are going to Steve Harrison's Island
Lake Camps. He or she may require the party leaders name to verify your identity (we provide
them with a list in advance)and may ask for the number in party, vehicle description, plate
number etc. The operator will then remotely open the gate and you can proceed.
IMPORTANT: You are now on private forest roads owned by Acadian Timber -heavy trucks
and equipment ALWAYS have the right-of-way, always beware the fact these roads are shared
with heavy trucks hauling 50 +tonnes that lack the maneuverability that passenger vehicles dodon't stop for breaks on blind hills,in gulleys or on bridges-if you have to stop do so only in
places with reasonable visibility in BOTH directions and pull your vehicle as far off the road as
possible.;use due care when traveling on gravel roads bearing in mind the possibility of loose
gravel and dusty conditions;drive with headlights on;obey all signage... /you accept all of the
aforementioned as a condition of traveling on their property-neither they nor us will responsible
for any damage to persons or property while on their forest lands.
Exercise caution with smoking materials, use your ashtray, do not smoke if you have your
windows down.
After you depart the gate :

3.Turn first right on to access road

400 metres/yards

4.Merge on to primary forest road (Tower Hill road)

(46° 55.368'N 67° 21.894'W)

2 km

From this point onward there are signs put up by us at each intersection where you have to leave
the road you are on-the following is intended as a guide in the event those signs are missing do to
storms ,vandalism etc.
5.Turn Right on to Island Lake Road

( 47° 0.294'N 67° 1.919'W)

31 km

6.Turn Left on Indian Lake Road

( 46° 56.491'N

16.6 km

7.Turn Left on to secondary Road

( 46° 57.148'N

8.Turn First right on to Camp Road

( 46° 57.636'N

66° 52.754'W)
66° 50.460'W)
66° 50.903'W)

9.Turn second Right to camp driveway (first right is seldom-travelled)
Arrive at Camp

( 46° 58.262'N

66° 50.333'W)
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